
Is Islam a Religion?
Here is Capitol Hill Outsider:

To Islam, the Quran is the press and the only press. There is
no need for critical reporting, no need to present ideas that
may conflict with the Quran, and no place for criticism of
anything Islamic…

Whereas a representative Republic is defined as the rule of
the people, by the people, for the people, Islam is defined as
the  rule  of  Allah,  by  Allah  and  his  emissaries,  for  the
pleasure  of  Allah.  And  when  people,  out  of  concern  for
political  correctness  or  ignorance,  describe  Islam  as  a
religion, (forget the peace) they are, at the very least,
guilty of misrepresenting it.

Islam is a comprehensive totalitarian form of slavery. It is
the opposite of freedom. Islam means submission or surrender.
True  to  its  name,  Islam  strives  for  nothing  short  of
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enslavement of the body of humanity as well as the bondage of
its mind. This non-negotiable surrender to Islam requires the
individual,  as  well  as  the  society,  to  disenfranchise
themselves  of  many  fundamental  and  deeply  cherished  human
rights.   Islam  seeks  nothing  less  than  total  global
domination.

Islam is an unabashed politico-expansionist movement wrapped
in the trappings of religion and bent on universal conquest by
any and all means or tricks available at its disposal.

In  the  interest  of  impartiality,  the  authors  of  the
Constitution  did  not  define  what  constitutes  a  religion.
Presently, a plethora of sects, cults and orders-all claiming
to be religion-cover the length and the breadth of the land.
So, as long as these “religions” minister to the legitimate
spiritual needs of their congregations without threatening the
rights of others, there is no reason for concern. However,
when one or more of these claimants strive to undermine the
very Constitution that protects them in order to impose their
beliefs and way of life, serious problems arise.

The  problem  is,  too  few  Americans  are  aware  of  it  and
organizations like CAIR and the Muslim Brotherhood are taking
full advantage of our naiveté. Moreover, Islam stands in stark
contrast  to  the  Declaration  of  Independence,  the  US
Constitution and what the First Amendment was designed to
protect—our God-given unalienable rights to life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness.

Islam considers itself the three branches of government. It
enacts laws as it sees fit, adjudicates laws, and executes
them as it deems. Islam is anathema to the provisions of the
First Amendment of the United States Constitution and much
more.

Islam proclaims itself as the only legitimate religion for the
entire world, grudgingly granting minor recognition to Judaism



and Christianity from whom it has liberally plagiarized much
of its dogma. Jews and Christians are allowed to live under
the  rule  of  Islam  as  “dhimmis”  and  must  pay  a  special
religious  tax  of  jizyah.  Buddhists,  Hindus,  Zoroastrians,
Baha’is, members of other religions, agnostics and atheists
are not even allowed to practice their belief or disbelief.
Islam actively suppresses and even prohibits the practice of
other religions, including those of the “people of the book,”
Jews and Christians.

There is not a single church or synagogue in the cradle of
Islam, Saudi Arabia, while thousands of mosques are tolerated
and welcomed in Western non-Muslim lands. Islamic countries
that allow for Jewish and Christian places of worship subject
these “people of the book” to numerous subtle and not-so-
subtle  forms  of  persecution.  Muslims  in  non-Muslim  lands
proselytize relentlessly and convert others while any Muslim
who  leaves  Islam  is  considered  an  apostate  and  is
automatically  condemned  to  death.

Freedom of speech is just about non-existent in Islam. The
word is Allah’s, his chosen divines such as Ayatollahs and
Imams  are  the  only  ones  who  have  the  power  to  make
pronouncements squarely based on Allah’s word, the Quran. Any
expression that deviates in the least from the Quran, the
Hadith or the edicts of Islamic high divines is heresy and
severely punishable. Hence, stifling of free expression is the
major mechanism by which the Islamic clergy retain power and
prevent constructive change in Islamic societies.

Freedom of the press is completely alien to Islam, since a
free press tends to express matters as it sees it, rather than
as it is stated in the Quran. To Islam, the Quran is the press
and the only press. There is no need for critical reporting,
no need to present ideas that may conflict with the Quran, and
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no place for criticism of anything Islamic.

Peaceful assembly of the people is not allowed.  Backward
oppressive Islamic societies inflict great hardship on the
citizenry and any assembly of the victims presents a threat to
suffocating  rule.  Islamic  governments  routinely  prevent
peaceful assemblies from taking place. Failing to do so, they
unleash their hired thugs, the police and even the military
against  any  assemblage  no  matter  how  peaceful  and  how
legitimate is its grievance. The Islamic Republic of Iran
which is vying with Saudi Arabia as the leader of true Islamic
rule, routinely attacks any and all gatherings of its people,
arrests them, imprisons them without due process, tortures
them, and even executes them in secret dungeons.

As harsh as it is, here is the reality…

Devout Muslims literally have turned into walking missiles.
You can’t reason with Muslims blinded by hate. You can’t argue
with Muslims blinded by Islamic faith. Islam hates the power
of the individual. Islam hates the achievements of women.
Islam hates progress. Islam hates the religious freedom of
others.  Islam  hates  the  pre-Islamic  heritage  of  other
nations.  Islam  is  against  free-will  and  hates  democracy,
liberty and justice for all. Islam simply loves to devour you
alive.

The greatest threat facing the United States today is its own
ignorance about Islam. Until American citizens understand the
threat of Islam on American soil — people will continue to
die. Until there is a true understanding of this satanic faith
and means to control it, people will continue to die.

No,  Islam  has  never  been  hijacked  by  militant  or  radical
Muslims. In fact, radical Muslims are true Muslims. Islam
itself  has  hijacked  humanity  for  almost  14  centuries.
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Unfortunately, American politicians ignore this, lie to their
citizens and portray Islam as a religion of peace. What a
shame!

Any dogma, doctrine, cult or a religion that seeks to create
its own governance, its own legal system and seeks to mobilize
its own militia is itself not interested in separation of
Church and State, and has no right to use that separation to
create  hegemony.  In  fact,  such  a  doctrine  is  not  even  a
religion at all.  It is a totalitarian regime, and must be
considered the enemy of the US Constitution and everything
Americans believe in.

Conclusion

Islam is not a religion by any standards. It is a militant,
political and violent cult created by one man: Muhammad. It is
time that we treat Islam as the greatest threat to the human
race. The Islamic treasury, flushed with oil extortion money
together  with  the  help  of  Marxist-Democrats  and  Hollywood
celebrities  (“Muslim  Brotherhood  front-groups  have  targeted
Hollywood as one of many vehicles through which to conduct its
civilization jihad.”) are having the upper hand in this battle
of survival for freedom.

Time is of the essence. Americans must act now and stem the
tide of this deadly threat. If we don’t defeat it politically
and do it swiftly, our children and grandchildren could be
engaged in a religious and ideological bloody war, the likes
of which has never been seen on American soil.
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